
INT. MALONE LABS - DAY

RITA MALONE (30-40, Attractive Scientist in lab coat) works 
on various vegetable experiments in a lab setting. She hops 
from corn kernels under a microscope to zucchini with 
alligator test leads running out of each side into a voltage 
reader. A box with a black light contains a dangling carrot 
while several vegetables are suspended in solution in an 
aquarium tank. She makes adjustments and notes on each trial.

Her brother Tommy Malone enters.

TOMMY
(gruffly)

Rita, we need to talk.

Rita ignores him and continues her work.

TOMMY
Ok I'm sorry. Rita...how are you 
today?

RITA
Fine.

She continues to work. Tommy rolls his eyes.

RITA
Very interesting. We're getting no 
stress response on this subject.

Rita makes a note on her clipboard.

TOMMY
That's interesting. Now listen, we 
need to talk about Friday.

RITA
What about it?

TOMMY
Are we going to be ready? With Nexxus.

RITA
Should be.

TOMMY
Yes or No? (beat) They're coming in 
from Washington. This is the reason 
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TOMMY (CONT'D) 
they signed on with us. It's the 
government...you don't mess around.

RITA
This is fascinating.

Rita studies her experiment closely, mostly ignoring Tommy.

TOMMY
(raising his voice)

RITA! Will we be ready?

RITA
(snapping back)

Yes! OK. We'll be ready. Get off my 
back. I'm pulling 16 hours a day here. 
We'll be ready.

Tommy looks at her a moment and then gathers his composure.

TOMMY
OK then. That's good. Wasn't so hard 
was it?

Rita turns back to studying her plants. Tommy leaves the 
room.

After a moment Rita fetches a bottle of wine hidden in the 
lab. She sits down and pours herself a tall glass. She sits 
back and tries to relax. Rita is stressed.
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Tommy and Rita have it out in the lab. Rita's a bit tipsy.

TOMMY
We can't blow this Rita.

RITA
We're not going to blow anything 
Tommy.

TOMMY
If you keep up your current pace we 
very well might.
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RITA
What do you mean by that?

TOMMY
What do you think Dad would say? You 
drinking wine in the lab all day.

RITA
How dare you? Don't you go throwing 
some guilt trip at me. How do you 
think I feel?

Tommy looks at her, not knowing where she plans to take the 
argument.

RITA
(with growing fury)

I'm the only one of us that knows the 
science behind these plants.Who's in 
here 12 hours a day creating 
innovation? Who came up with agro 
smelting? iVeggies? The One Seed?

Tommy can only watch as Rita's rage swells.

RITA
(furious)

Who took Dad's crummy farm droid and 
put us on the verge of a defense 
contract with the U.S. government? Me.

Tommy is silent.

RITA
(starting to calm)

And who did he leave two thirds of the 
company to? You. His first born son. 
His best buddy.

Tommy is speechless. Rita goes over and examines one of her 
experiments. A shot over Tommy's shoulder reveals Race in the 
doorway watching. A reverse shot on Tommy shows his surprise 
as he sees Race.

TOMMY
Oh...Race.

Rita turns towards the door. Tommy walks over to greet him.




